
OUTLINING

No Write Way



What is an Outline?
An outline is a map – basically 
a tool to help you get from the 
beginning to the end of a story.



The type of map 
you use depends on 
your creative 
process



Your 
Creative 
Process

•Unique to you

•Usually on a 
spectrum somewhere 
between extremes

•No one process is better 
than any other



When you Vacation, Do you….

•Organize everything to 
the nth degree, know 
exactly where you’re 
going, how you’re going 
to get there, what time 
you’ll arrive, and what 
you’ll do when you get 
there?

•Wander about 
aimlessly, checking 
everything out as you 
find it, maybe checking 
a map to find out how to 
get home?

Click to add text



When You’re cooking a weeknight dinner, do 
You…

•Have a menu and recipe 
ready, with all the 
ingredients in the fridge 
and possibly prepped?

•Stop at the grocery store 
to see what looks good, 
then bring it home?



When working on a story…

•Can you start anywhere, 
jumping from scene to 
scene to scene?

•Start at the beginning 
and go to the end?



When writing, do You…

•Have to see what you’re 
writing?

•Hear everything you 
write in your head first?



When you sit down to write, does your desk look 
like

• This?



When you sit down to write, does your desk look 
like

• This? • This?



When you sit down to write, are you thinking 
about…

•How many words I’m 
going to crank out, and 
how I will write through 
to this chapter and/or 
point in my plot?

•How I can’t wait to see 
where my story is going 
to go today.



• Left Side

You're a Plotter

• Right Side

You're a Pantser



Both have their pros 
and cons



Plotter -

Pros –

•Everything in your 
story holds together

•Great for when you 
have to  squeeze your 
writing into short 
bursts

Cons –

•You spend so much 
time planning, you 
never actually write

•Can get boxed in on 
your plot or characters



Pantser -

Pros –

•You start writing

•The more intuitive 
process can take you 
some very interesting 
places

•Higher word count

Cons –

•You need to do a lot of 
re-writing after going 
off on tangents

•Can be hard to pick up 
and drop



You are not going to 
change your basic 

tendency



But…

But…



But…

But…

BUT…



When you’re really stuck, 
sometimes the best thing you 
can do is work against your 
tendency



What a Good Outline can do for you:

•Help you write the next scene when you have to pick 
up and drop or when you can’t wait for inspiration.

•Fix your plot holes before they happen

•Help you build your characters

•Keep you from writing yourself into a corner

•Make sure your clues, red herrings, and plot points 
are all there



Four Basic Ways to Outline

Each method can be done digitally or manually

Each will fall into one of three categories for you:

• Oh, perfect! I want to use it!

• It might work

• Only if I’m desperate



Traditional Thesis to Conclusion



Character Arc/Hero’s Journey



Tracking events with a calendar or storyboard



Story Structure

Act One Act Two

Finale – Maddie finds the body
What needs to happen first
• Meet up with James
• Find stray piece of paper

Finale – Bad Guy attacks Maddie
What needs to happen first 
• Day at the races
• Talk to Ernesto
• Visit w/ Mrs. Sutton

Act Three Act Four

Finale – Maddie’s house burns down
What needs to happen first

Finale – the bad guy gets caught
What needs to happen first



Tools you can use -

Non-Digital
• Pen and paper
• Notecards
• Scraps of paper
• Photos or magazine pics
• Pieces on a chessboard
• Cork Board/White 

Board

Pros –
• Faster
• More visceral

Cons –
• Gotta pack it with you
• Sometimes not portable 

at all



Digital Tools -

Scrivener
Aeon Timeline
Trello
Evernote/OneNote
Apple Notes/Google Keep
Word processor (Word, 
Write/Apple Writer)
Pinterest

Pros –
Easy to change
More or less portable

Cons –
Steep learning curves
Can get hooked into looking 
perfect



When to Outline
When you need to know what comes 
next

For some folks, you 
need to outline before 
you write your first 
word

For some, the outline 
becomes part of the 
second or third draft



When NOT to Outline



When NOT to Outline

When you’re not writing


